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 mikhel: sudo apt-get install software-properties-common (you should use this tool to install software. For details and how to do
things: one other question: is it possible to install certain packages while keeping my actual distribution "clean" i.e. without

upgrading things? mikhel: keep it cleaner? I guess that depends on how you clean things up but as a rule, it's a bad idea well, if I
install a software, then this software would need to get upgraded too? mikhel: depends what you mean by "software". If it's

something you downloaded from a different location (e.g. apt-get), then yes I have a problem with any music player, when I use
it I can hear the music but can't listen to it. When I use headphones, the music is perfect please help and why is this happening

somsip, so any packages I install through apt-get, have they to get upgraded? mikhel: yes ok, thx vianjoe: try disabling the
'Visualiser' plugin for the equalizer somsip : I'll try that but if I download something, then this new program is different to the

ubuntu release, isn't it? mikhel, if you install a.deb file, it is a package, and yes, upgrades are supported OerHeks: ok, got it. but
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you will not get security updates OerHeks: so how do I keep my current release "clean"? somsip : what did you say I should do
i.e. I install a package that I download somewhere else, then uninstall that software? or...? a build of a package, works the same

way. 82157476af
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